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ABSTRACT 

We consider the problem of determining the · in
dividual loss probabilities of each traffic stream 
in a hierarchical network operated as a loss system 
when the ca~l holding time distribution is arbi
trary. 

We show that, in order to separate out the dis
tribution function of each traffic stream, it is 
necessary to modify not only the arrival processes 
but also the call holding time distribution func
tions. The usual concept of "traffic source", which 
is convenient for isolating a part of the network, 
no longer applies. We must therefore exercise cau
tion when applying approximate occupancy distribu
tion moment matching methods. 

"Pseudo-Poisson" traffics are shown to combine 
in "weighted" sums of pseudo-Poisson traffics. The 
weighting coefficients are boundary values having 
different properties and are directly related to 
end to end blocking probabilities. The latter are 
in turn related to the passage probabilities of 
portions of the network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The end to end dimensioning of, lost call, hie
rarchical telephone networks is a basic problem in 
network planning. It is necessary to calculate the 
traffic lost for each traffic stream as it is rou
ted over its various first, second and higher or-
der choice routes through the network. The network 
hierarchy allows traffic refused by a first choice 

trunk group to overflow onto a second choice route 
and, if necessary, onto a final route. These se
cond and third choice routes thus receive a large 
number of different traffic streams overflowing 
from first choice routes but do not, themselves, 
have the possibility of overflowing onto lower or
der routes. The analysis of the behaviour of this 
hierarchical network can, in fact, be reduced to 
the study of a basic elementary network, consisting 
of a final choice trunk group and its offered traf
fic streams, together with all the first and se
cond choice groups concerned by these traffic str
eams. In CCITT terminology, this basic network is 
known as a "network cluster". 

The network cluster has been studied over a long 
period and is the subject of numerous publica
tions. The first rigorous method was presented at 
the first International Teletraffic Congress (ITC) 
by N.I. Bech [1]. This method relies on matrix cal
culations, which can only be applied when the trunk 
groups concerned are very small. Several authors, 
ourselves included [2], have since tried to reduce 
the very large number of variables to be taken in
to consideration. 

In fact, present planning methods make use of 
approximate techniques. The oldest and most wide
ly known is the method due to R.I. Wilkinson, al
so presented at the first ITC [3). This method mat
ches the first two moments of overflow traffic and 
introduces the important notion of a single first 
choice trunk group, "equivalent" to all first choi
ce groups combined. In section 4 it is shown how 
this notion was, in fact, well adapted to certain 
fundamental properties of traffic combination. The 
most recent of these moment matching methods is 
the so-called "Interrupted Poisson Process" used, 
for example, by B. Wallstrom and L. Reneby at the 
last ITC [4]. 

All these moment matching methods, in fact, sup
pose that a finite size overflow group behaves, to 
within a normalizing constant factor, approximate
ly as in the case of an infinite overflow group. It 
is true that the principle of statistical equili
brium often leads us to accept this simplifying as
sumption. In an earlier work on the combination of 
overflow traffics [61, we ourselves assumed this 
same principle. It has since been pointed out that 
our numerical conclusions were in fact false, al
though the reason for the error was not clear. In 
fact, in more recent works, we have discovered two 
properties which are susceptible of guiding us to
wards a solution. Firstly, at the last ITC [10], 
we showed that, for the most general (lost call) 
traffic process, its stochastic law depended uni-
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quely on that relating to a single trunk. In other 
words, we should base our method on the case of a 
single trunk rather than on that of an infinite 
group. This observation removes a solid foundation 
from moment matching methods, even though they of
ten lead to good numerical results. Secondly, at 
the 8th ITC [81, we introduced the class of "pseu
do-Poisson" traffics possessing rather strange in
sensLtLvLty properties, on condition that all trunk 
groups are considered simultaneously and symmetri
cally so that calls in progress are "indistinguish
able". We can then determine a number of simple 
properties, which we compared with a certain rela
tion given a long time ago by N.I. Bech [I]and 
which no one has yet exploited. 

Lastly, we have found it opportune to look again 
at the theoretical foundations enabling the study 
of overflow traffic combinations. Our aim is, in no 
way, to provide a means for numerical calculations 
since we think it is first necessary to assimilate 
a number of unusual properties. Our primary objec
tive is to put into question a certain way of thin
king. 

After defining our assumptions and notation in 
section 2, we consider a simple case (section 3) 
which was first studied a long time ago by C. Palm 
[5] although, at that time, it was not possible 
to deduce a number of interesting observations. 
This is the case of a single trunk offered a direct 
Poisson traffic and an overflow traffic (since we 
can deduce the case of several trunks). We show 
that, to isolate the properties of the overflow 
traffic, it is necessary to modify both its arri
val process and the holding time distribution of 
overflowing calls. This brings us away from the 
usual concept of "traffic source" which was, howe
ver, a useful means of isolating a part of the net
work in order to study its properties. 

Lastly, in section 4, we show how a symmetric 
and simultaneous treatment of all trunk groups al
lows us to arrive rapidly at the stochastic law 
of the overflow traffics taken together or indivi
dually. 

The method is valid for an arbitrary call hol
ding time distribution function which, for the 
sake of simplicity, is assumed to be the same for 
all traffic streams. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION 

2.1 Definition of studied network 
Traditional hierarchical networks can be 

decomposed into simpler networks, whose properties 
can be used to deduce those of the general net
work. We therefore restrict our attention to the 
elementary "network cluster". In the international 
telephone network, the network cluster has three 
levels. In smaller national networks, it may only 
have two levels. "m.:t 'i't.. 

!~z=:::: ::~} ;o-~- 0' 

Figure 

Two-level network cluster 

In figure 1, the traffic at' (r::: 1..;2.) is offered 
to the firs t choice group of'Wi i trunks. If this 
group is congested, calls overflow onto a unique 

2 
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second choice overflow group of n trunks. This fi
nal route therefore receives the overflow traffics 
coming from the offered traffics a and d..,2' Conver
sely, by the principle of the hie!archical network, 
the traffic offered to this final route cannot over
flow again onto a first choice route. For simpli
city, we only consider the case of 2 first choice 
trunk groups although, in general, there is a va
riable number x (~~ 2 ) of first choice trunk 
groups, each receiving a distinct offered traffic 
a-i. • 

elL -0/1 ..... 1 
d2.~15J 

al~~ 
tl~ -1[3 

I}~ 
I 

Figure 2 

Three-level network cluster 

Figure 2 shows a three-level network cluster 
consisting of 2 two-level clusters (there could be 
more) overflowing onto one final (third choice) 
route of t trunks. Again, the final choice route 
cannot overflow onto the lower level trunk groups. 

Note that a traffic Cl;. (or ct..~) can be offered 
directly to the second choice trunk group. We then 
have "l'n "" = 0 _ 

2.2 Assumptions 

a) All arrival processes are Poisson. The parame
ter CJ. i (CI..~) is in fact the intensity of the 
corresponding offered traffic. 

b) The holding times of all calls of the various 
traffic streams are random variables which are 
mutually independent and independent of the ar
rival processes. These random variables all ha
ve the same distribution function F(t). In sec
tion 3, however, F(t) will be taken to be the 
negative exponential distribution. Lastly, the 
mean call holding time will be taken equal to 
the time unit. 

c) LQst calls are cleared. 

d) Call setting up time is assumed to be zero. 

e) Unless we explicitely say so, the stationary 
state is assumed to prevail. 

2.3 Notation 

To simplify the presentation, we specify 
the notation in the case of a two-level network 
cluster (figure I) receiving just two traffic 
streams. The notation can easily be extended to the 
case of more than two traffic streams. 

Consider the elementary state (.it. J2. .A 
corresponding to : . I I 

f - J~ calls of the first traffic stream in pro-
gress in its first choice trunk group (j~=~ 
.1,... /'ht.t ) • 

J 2.. calls of the second traffic stream in pro
gress in its first choice trunk group (12..= 0, 
.~) ... )~.i). 
A calls in progress in the overflow group, be-
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tonging to either one of the two traffic streams 
(A == 0, .1.,,,,,/)1.). 

Introduce the random function ~ U1.,iJ;~ j I;; 
which equals 1 when this state ex~sts at t~me t 
and 0 when this state does not exist at time t. If 
we consider each trunk group separately, 

we can also con
sider the random functions Z (j;t) and Z (A;t) and 
write 

Z (J1.. J iz j Aj t )=211. (J''''jl-)Z2. (J'~ j t) Z.i (A il;) (t) 
Applying the expectation operator E we deduce 

the quantity : 

ft (J~, J 2. ; >. ; f ) =- E ~ z (J" J Ji! j A j t )}) ( 2) 
Which is the probability that the considered 

state exists at an arbitrary instant t. In the sta
tionary state we will simply drop the variable t. 
As in [9], we introduce the binomial moments : 

X(t<j&J=~:r.~ ct)Z(jJl-)) X3 (~. tJ=f (~)Z.~(>.il:) (3) 
v=jf 1<:.Y . 

ahc:/ :. 5(tt~lttZjPit)=E{X(Yi)~2jY;l-)} (4) 
It should be recalled that these quantities re-

late to the occupation of f-t J 1:'-2../ ~ specific 
trunks. We have also: 

15.' -) X (0/1:) .:: X 3 (0/ L-J= S ( 01 0" 0 it) .:= 1. \.; 
ah.C#: X(~it)=Z.(~,.t), X 3('J1.;t-)=Z,3(?1-/t) (6) 

Further, as in [9], we use the stochastic inte
grals notation: t 

X {v/ t-)::: ;1 71:.: 1 i R (-u i) t J d IV 0 (-U d ( ? ) 
where the random variables N(t) and No(t) are, res
pectively, the numbers of calls offered 'and car
ried by the considered trunk group in the interval 
]01 t 1 . Similarly, the random function R(u,t) 
is such that : 

R (-« L-)-
. {1 /F it ~ I: <: -tt. + T« ) 

) - 0 ; f t '< « () r t ~ tt.+ Tu ) 
where Tu is the random duration of the call commen
cing its service at u. In other words, R(u,t) e
quals 1 if the call is still in progress at t and 
equals 0 otherwise. Finally, we have : 

E fR (-Y., t)3::: 1. - F (t-1.S-) ) and fj'"7-F(-tJ"jjd.Ar ==:1. (8 J 
3. CASE OF EXPONENTIAL HOLDING TIMES 

This section is devoted to the study of the two
level network cluster (figure 1). We only consi=-
der the markovian case corresponding (in the nota
tion of assumption b) : 

i; F(I:) = :1.-e-

3.1 State equations 

(9) 

By the method of Kolmogorov equations we 
deduce the following system state equations : 
5 I (~ r., /j 2. j >' j t ) == (lh. -1- tt 2. ·f JI) . S (~'l J /:' 2 ) ~ j l- ) 
_ S a. 1. [S (1f1- i) Y2.jJlj t)- (;;: 1) S(-m:11 ~2.lJl/ I:) lJ 

Z+ aZ [S (~1} /!z-1./)I; l-)- (tt~~) S (If.1.J''Wt2./~·t-) 7 

1
-et. 1 C;: ) [ 5 ( ..... < ) 1'-. j J'-1 j t-) -(~,)5r-" 1" ,I>;i)n 

r.J.a (1\t 1)[Sftt1 m2 ·)J·l · t)- (~1J SOhl~2. j .)t.jl:-)]) 
2. y z. lj, ) ) ( ) 

.1. 0 

3 

The last term in square brackets is zero for 
»:=0 and we have the normalizing condition 

S(o,Ojojt)=i) (1.1.) 
and initial conditions which remain to be speci
fied. 

We leave it to the reader to solve this system 
of equations. The method presented in section 4 is 
quicker and more general. However, we will first 
consider one special case allowing us to draw some 
important first conclusions. 

3.2 Combination of direct and overflow traffic 

We have 111.! > 0 and "»t2,::'0 (for the direct 
traffic) and we restrict our attention to the sta
tionary case with n=l. Note that, as we stated in 
the introduction, the principle of our method is 
to deduce general results from the case of a single 
trunk and not from that of an infinite group. In 
the general equation (10), the last term in square 
brackets is now : 

at, [S(e'ijo)- 5 (/:li.j 1.)] 
We transfer this term tl2, S (If! .. 1.) to the left 
hand side of the new general eq~ation which, on 
cancelling the term S', becomes 

5 (f1...J. i+ (h)S(f-t./ t)-tl,t [S(/ir.1j t)-(;:!1.)S(~l; t)] . 

2=H~0 . ~) 
Wi th: f.I(t<1.)'=-('t/)Cl1.[S{41Ati (.')-S{~1i 1)]";'((2 SlPijO) (13) 

We now distinguish the two traffic streams in 
the overflow trunk by setting 

5(#1../ ·tJ= S1. (llt/ i ) + 52 (1!-t/1.)) (.1. 4) 
where Si (/:l1.jl) relates to traffic stream i (/=.t,2.). 
Equation (13) can be split into two partial equa
tions. 

a) equation in S2 (fA-:{ j :I. ) [direct traffic] 

This equation is deduced from (12) by means of 
the following substitutions : 

s (f:l~ i 1.) ~ S~ (If 1..; .1..) 

lI{tt'f.J~ H2. {/:<:t.):::= Cl.;!. . 5 (yj. i 0) 

We find the solution 

S2. (t!~;-i)= ~~~Z- --<1.1. (/:l'L) (t6) 
where .6:( (iA:!.) relates to the first choice trunk 
group (assumed isolated) of the first traffic str
eam. In other words, when the direct traffic is car
ried by the overflow trunk, the two traffic streams 
are independent. 

b) equation in S-t (tt .1. j .1.) [overflow traffic] 
This equation is deduced from (12) by means of 

the following substitutions : /- ) 

[

5 (I:<~j .i)--+ S1 (/:A-~ j :1.) C1.. 7 
1-1 (tt-£)~ H ~ (Y-1.)= (~j .. C{1. [s {;)tt~; oJ-S~:t& 

:= (Y:t1.); a1. ·f t n-t .1-joj 

The presence of the last term suggests that we set: 

S~ ({!.-t.jl) == ~~ (tt.t it)., !J.;' a (:1.. a) 
where ..6.1. (t,(:1. /.1.) is the solution :2.of the equation 
ded~ced from (12) by means of the substituti9nS : r S (t£i.j .1) ~.41. O(~/ .1.) (1. 9) 
(ti(tt .~) .... H3 (El:!.) = (;:;'-C) . t:l ~ . [.J<1.{~-t.iO)-4!J, ('hf.~i ~)J 
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This equation may be recognized as that of a sin
gle overflow traffic, in isolation, but with an ad
ded term az .4:1. (lf1.j1.Jon the left hand side. This 
results in a severe perturbation to the distribu
tion function of this overflow traffic. Among other 
results, we have the overall blocking probability : 

1'1 :1(1'fL!;1)== .4.t (111-i;.i)= Ent. (a.£.j. ~(m1..+- .tiat.)a"'){2oJ 
'tlt. • ~ G(-rn~jCt1}a.l-) 

~('111~i!l"tlz-)=g: cr')- 71"·~~t2Jt) r&i) 
To summarize, when the overflow traffic is car

ried by the overflow trunk, its distr1bution func
tion..d ~ • i is severely perturbed, if we wish 
to cons1der t is traffic stream independently of 
the direct traffic (corresponding to the other traf
fic stream). It is as if the mean holding time of 
these calls varies with the number of calls in pro
gress. 

This numerical result was found a long time ago 
by C. Palm [5], by means of the method of determi
nants. It is really surprising that, in nearly 50 
years since then, no one seems to have made any 
comment on the probabilistic consequences of this 
result. 

The above calculations can be generalized (~.~. 
1?t 1.:> Cl '»t.2 .> () ) ?2>~, but the formulae rapidly be
come very complicated. 

3.3 Consequence on the traffic source concept 

The presence of the term Cl2' 41. (/:tt;.1), on 
the left hand side of the general equation, means 
that the state (~1i~) can only continue as long as 
no direct offered call arrives (note that such a 
call could not be served). This fact may appear 
strange. More generally, when overflow traffics are 
combined on one overflow trunk, we find the follo
wing result. If the trunk is occupied by a call of 
overflow tra~fic i, then no call belonging to tra
ffic stream J fI=. {.) should be offered if the cor
responding first choice trunk group (nOj ) is con
gested. 

In other words, if a traffic source oc
cupies this trunk, the traffic combination laws 
are such that no other traffic source can offer a 
call if the state of the downstream network would 
allow the call to reach this trunk. 

By means of the stochastic integral method pre
sented in [9], this property could be extended to 
the case of the most general traffic processes. The 
traffic source concept is, however, widely used as 
a convenient means to study a part of the network 
in isolation. 

Yet, it is not correct to assume that these ar
tificial traffic sources are independent unless we 
appropriately modify the call holding time distri
butions. 

In conclusion, the individual study of the va
rious traffic streams seems to present considera
ble difficulties. In the following, we therefore 
consider them all together, without distinguishing 
the individual streams. 

4. CASE OF ARBITRARY HOLDING TIME DISTRIBUTIONS 

We now assume that the holding time distribu
tion function F(t) is arbitrary. For the time be
ing, we again consider only the two-level network 
cluster. 

4 

4.1 Influence of passage probabilities 

4. I .1. Equation of the overflow trunk group 

We make use of the random functionX (~'I:-), 
defined by (7), for the overflow group. Consider 
the epoch u of the most recent arr~val to this ove
rflow trunk group. We can write: 

X (V/ t-) = fk(~, t J d No (-u) ,X (Y·-:t) ""it) 
setting,' 0 ~-1.19 . 
X (Y-1.. f) , t)::: .-:L-7T. R{MJ d-J·dNo(.<.i.i) 

J I (j-1.)! .J=i.. c 

(2 2) 

(23) 
Taking account of (I), we set: 

Z (i~ ) it. j t-) = Z :1. (J:1 j t-). z 1.. (Jz/i:-) (21; ) 
and denote the arrival process of traffic streama. 

by clN .(t) . When the state of the first choice truY{k 
I. .. 

g:oups at epoc;h u is ~11t..:f)k)' we have the fo11o-
w1ng stochast1.c r~lat10n : (2..5") 
S' d IV 0 (.-ll J. X (y- 1. J .u j 1-) = . 
"l!- Ni. (.:u }.Z (~A.( I J'-.i 'It) X (Y-1.J<{,l; t-) fo -X (11- (Y.1)/Uj tI)} 

The last square bracket comes from the fact that 
the overflowing call cannot be served if the (se
cond choice) overflow group is congested. Finally, 
from relations (22) and (25), we can deduce the 
following stochastic relation : ('2. 6') 
z (~'1 ) i 2. j t) X (JI, L-) ::::: 

f:' jJ(<.t ,t-)dNd« J fj: r-;. , i z. j t} Z (:.... J2. j «JJ · 
~ X (>'- j ott . L-) T.1. -X (n. -( y-1) I M / ..(.<.)] 
"2.=0 ) J L' 

t-1-f!-u, t-)dN2-(<<)fj:.(t'" ,,;.,t). z (J~) __ .. j.f.l. )). 

L X('y-1
j
-tJ./t-) [1....:X0-1·{~,1),.-f.././'u. )] 

J1 =<o 

Consider in particular the overflow states 
(-»1.:1, J2.) and ci1l '111-'\2. ), which we denote by 33 j and, 
following (24), set : . J' -" S. ~ - Md .! 

Z1 t~i,l:) = z.:1 (~ :! j t-J 2. 2. (J ~ / t-) I / f Z J~_ (2 '1) 
The case of an arbitrary overflowing call cor

responds to the stochastic relation : 

cl N .1. (/:-)-~ Z,//nl--1 j L-) Z;J. (J ~ / t-) i 
cL 1\1 (t-) .z~ 2.('£ ,; j 1:-) = 

+ ,lIV" /;i"f.:Z.(l<,-l-} 22 (m.;&) 

(2t) 

wt'i- Tt ~ 
J1.=c 

5 eLM (t-) ·= cl Nt. (i--) ·I-d N 2. (1-) 
Z E ttl/i1 (L-J = Cl:! 'rCl z := a_ 

These relations can easily be generalized to the 
case of xc> 2) first choice trunk groups and, from 
(26) and (28), we deduce the following stochastic 
equation for the composite overflow traffic where 
we make no distinction between the various traffic 

BM tl-j Z < (33<, t-J11i(.(9-J (d.l1 f.u.) z:., f:£i; M. )J. l
streams : [dtf,I{/:·j.,Z.1- (':E t' .I' c)j X(Y;'L-j =- (::j 0) 

X (Y·1. I M j t-) L 1. -X ('11.-{P-:1J .{.(j-tc)] 

This composite overflow traffic thus corresponds 
t<;> the process [d/l1({;-) ;2:1 (:B; j t-)] for overflo
w1ng call arrivals, where no distinction is made 
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between different traffic streams. 
From (28), and in the case of stationarity, the 

overflow arrival density is : 

Y== Efdll1(t) ·2.j.(-:£i j l-)};:.X- aL ,2t(i1;"d.L/Jt,.1.)~". 3t' 
~( • ,;t IJ1. , .. J;1<:t \.~ '.) 
, ' '''',\: j(l.~J''tLi)· , ,· 4t(J.J:j~x, ·'1<''"?C)::::: ..::;- A,,' ~ / J 
,/' ~ ".. ~,.(,,: ldt ' 

w1th the Erlang f~rmulae : : :1 
M . • J ~]-f. S r ( J i 0-, ?lA ) = ~I • [il-lif -. -,lE- . 

) ( . J. _ ?Xl 

( E'W\. aJ::: f{/IM/ ?l, '1-t-t) • 

Still in the case of stationarity, we note in 
section 4.2 below that the remaining holding times 
of calls in progress in the first choice groups are 
"without memory" with distribution function: 

f • ' 1 U-F{OL)] del (33) 
It follows that the evolution of the overflow 

calls process[:i./~(t-}-Z1. (~j ; /:;)] after the ins
tant t is independent of its history before t. In 
other words, the process is markovian. 

Let p(j, t/i, 0 ; a, m) be the probability that 
the first choice group (a, m) passes from state i 
at time 0 to state j at time t. The conditional 
overflow arrival density of traffic stream k at 
time t with state (J1. .. . 1n~ .. . J" ) given that a 
call of traffic stream h overflowed at time 0 with 
~tate ~.i~ I • • • ~:t. "' , {)r.) is . 

J,
f a (t~· J-t ':' 'WI A. " .' J ~ I (L ,0, ,m ~ , .. -< ~J = I B 4) 
aft. -t (.h, t- J tt I (,l; a ,t. ,"JIlA t) .... V 
Jt(~ It I t I i ~ I 0;' Cl.. ~ J '1"..'1 ~ ) ... f (J~ I I: I i~ I 0 ) ! l;x' J 'n1.l.) 

We can now state : 
Theorem I 

[

In the stationary regime and for an arbitrary 
function F(t), the composite overflow arrivals 
process in the second choice trunk group is marko
vian and is defined by formulae (31) and (34). 

We can thus calculate the effect of successive 
(arbitrary) overflows. To evaluate the traffic re
fused (after overflow) for traffic stream i, we 
simply write that the last overflow belongs to this 
traffic stream using (34) while all preceding over
flows are arbitrary. The general method presented 
in [9] and [10] can then be applied. 

4.1.2 Overflow trunk group of rank r 

We can easily generalize the above results 
to the case of an rthchoice trunk group, recei
ving traffic overflowing from a number of (r-I)
level network clusters. The function zOt j, . t) 
defined by (24) is now replaced by the ra~dQfn func
tionZ~_1 (§~ ; t) relating to all the overflowing 
(r-I)-level network clusters,~. denoting a general 

,t "2l 
state of these network clusters andJJJ a congestion 
state causing an overflow. Using a condensed ter
minology in analogy with (28), we again find the 
stochastic relation (30) on making the substitu
tion : 

The_~rocess of arbitrary overflowing calls be
comes [dM(I:-),ZlL_ t ('3l . . t )1, but can only be marko
vian if F(t) is the :xtonential distribution. 

4. I .3 Conclusion 
To develop the above calculations would ta

ke us too far but we do wish to make the following 

5 

remark. 
It is easier to study first the composite over

flow traffic, at overflow instants; however, it is 
then necessary to take account of the evolution of 
the overflowing subnetwork between two successive 
arbitrary overflow instants (without distinguishing 
between traffic streams). We no longer note the dif
ficulties encountered in section 3 but it is nec
essary to introduce transition probabilities, si
multaneously for all overflowing trunk groups, in 
order to describe the composite overflow process. 

In section 3, we attempted to consider one over
flow traffic taken in isolation : this resulted in 
a severe perturbation to its stochastic law. Using 
the results of the present section 4.1, we can ex
plain the cause in the fundamental case of one o
verflow trunk. When the overflow trunk is held by 
one traffic stream, the simultaneous evolution of 
the other overflowing trunk groups must be express
ed so that the saturation state of one of these 
groups has to be written only after the end of the 
overflow call in progress, given that this group 
was congested before the arrival of this call in 
progress (any saturations occuring during the pre
sence of this call have no impact). We introduce 
a dependence with the other overflow traffic sour
ces. 

Traditional methods, based on matching the mo
ments of the various overflow traffics, totally ne
glect this phenomenon. 

On the other hand, the principle of the equiva
lent trunk group considered in Wilkinson's method 
seems to be a sound principle since it corresponds 
to defining the composite overflow traffic without 
isolating individual streams. However, this method 
does not allow us to express the partial rejected 
traffics separately. 

Finally, we note, as a general principle, that 
the overflow traffic depends on the form of the 
holding time distribution function F(t). In [8] , 
we had thought the converse to be true through an 
argument based on the properties of pseudo-Poisson 
traffic. We must therefore re-examine this type of 
traffic in greater detail. 

4.2 Pseudo-Poisson traffics 

4.2.1 Nature of these traffics 
We presented the concept of pseudo-Poisson 

traffic in [7jand subsequently at the eightll ITC[8]. 
Its fundamental property, in the stationary state, 
is the absence of memory of the distribution func
tion of the remaining holding times of calls in 
progress, as given by (33). 

The arrival process dN(t) is characterized by 
the expression : y 

7f~.: 1. ,1 If~. (.t£ ,) =- K 6>).. lfi ~ -t tI. Net (-U.i) I (36') 
where :' L.=4.,2" " ,L I .:.tn.d: v=-1.,Z-; " ,)'- . 

the process dNct(t-) is Poisson and the JAla (Mt)are 
therefore mutually independent and stationary. Re
call that the random function dN(t) equals I if a 
call arrives in the interval (t, t+dt) and is 0 

otherwise. The random variable K(Y) also takes on
ly the values 0 and I. 

By expression (7) we deduce that the stochastic 
sum (or difference) of two pseudo-Poisson traffics 
is also a pseudo-Poisson traffic : this is the case 
for every overflow traffic and every carried traf
fic stream in a hierarchical network offered Pois-
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son traffic. This explains the usefulness of this 
traffic class which does however assume that we 
consider calls globally and indistinctly since ex
pression (36) does not require us to order arrivals 
as is necessary with other common cases such as th
at of regenerative arrivals. 

4.2.2 Elementary pseudo-Poisson traffic 
The word elementary is used to denote the sim

plest pseudo-Poisson traffic : the traffic carried 
by a (full availability) group of L trunks offered 
Poisson traffic of intensity a. It is characteri
zed by the ordered pair (a, L). 

For this traffic, in expression (7), set : 
1(1'; 1ji.'" ~vJ:W(y,,) ... W"(ll y ) ) {Y:=l,2J ... j I.J (3 '7-) 
J is a random function ta~~ng values 0 and 1. 

Supposing the system empty at time zero, we 
wrote down the stochastic equations of the system 
in [6], for 11,,- < ~ 2. < ... <. iJ Y (v: :1, 2)'"'1 L) ! 

J(O)=1, (J(~"'i'1'" ,y)=J()J-J.; ~1.'" ~¥-~) (38) 
• - J..j (1- i }'f I. ~ Y-1 j '~y) 

.jIlth: j":JY 

t 
H(L; ~:!"'''JJJ- ,li ,#Y)= ,1 ' / ~ R{-u¥,1J~)~{N(;.u.y) 

. "I r' {L - (y.- :t J1. Col 

( R (-Ul,. , '11 p)' iN (-u./...) . TO .. ; ' l~ ,t'" ap-1. j -'tl y ... 4;.(1.-) 
.~~ )0 I J d ( B 9) 

In other words, at arrival epoch~y, J does not 
change value except if the system is already con
gested invvhich case J becomes zero. We studied 
this system in [7] and [9.1 . 

In the stationary case, when9pincreases indefi
nitely, we find a solution for J (y) which is in
dependent of the starting times of the calls in 
progress ~i' This leads to expression (36) for 
pseudo-Poisson traffics. 

In [91 we studied the transitory case by intro
ducing the random function Z L (k, t) of the number 
of calls in progress at time t. If we do not take 
account of the normalizing condition J(O)=I, the 
general solution may be written : 

1 (40) j ' Z. L (t.. I I:- I 0 I ~(). G- (tt) cl", 
wh~re the epoch u may correspond to the first time 
when the system empties again. In [9]we wrote 
down this solution explicitly. 

4.3 Combination of pseudo-Poisson traffics 

4.3.1 Transitory case 

We have x pseudo-Poisson partial traffics. 
Traffic i corresponds to an offered Poisson process 
dlV,-(I:-)of intensity Cl I.' undergoing warious causes of 
blocking due not only to the congestion of the ~i 
trunks connected to this traffic but also to the 
occupation of other trunks by calls of other par
tial traffics. Let if be the total number of cal
ls in progress in the composi te traffic (f ~ ~ mi) . 
Denote by y, (t I f.) the random func tion which is 1 
in this case of blocking and 0 otherwise. Set 

::tc ;:to 

clN (f) = ~ dN£· (l-J) Cl = ~ ai = E !dNtt-J! (&:1.) 
,=1 L=~ 
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If Z (k,t) equals I when there are k calls in pro
gress at time t in the composite traffic (and 0 
otherwise), we can deduce the following non-norma-
lized solution from expression (40) : (/J ~) 

S z. (~ I L-) l: = \. ., 2; 
{ f f. ~ %e

i 
(It, t---tL/O)" ~, (J{.{ / It) du ) 

where ' te only consider the pairs (i, l: ) such 
that t,:~ ~ . G.i {-4./~-}may be determined by means 
of the following stochastic relation, relating to 
the blocking case (i,f,' ) : 

cl N,; {[-Jr.. {l-J () =(1 N(tJjt:ze (f-<. /:- !l/o) .(~ (u (t£)cl.u 
() ~' (43) 

This expresses, in two ways, the rejection of 
the call of traffic i. We can state the following 

Theorem 2 (tran~itory case) 

~ 
The composite pseudo-Poisson traffic may be 

considered as the stochastic sum of elementary 
pseudo-Poisson traffics (a, t,') according to re
lation (42), taking account of (43). 

Now apply successively the expectation opera
tor and the Laplace transform to (42) and (43) u
sing the notation : 

i
E I z (A J t-Jf=_N/t ,t-J .~ rs (It;. 'JJ .' &;4) 
ElY,' Ct-I e<-)r-~- {f/e.()-. ~~(d) ()j 

E~z {A t-lo)1. = if. (ltll:/O)~ Qe. (A/1). 
{ eo(.- I J t~: 0( 

We deduce 

Corollary 

f

In the conditions of theorem 2, we have the re-
lation : tg. (J If) , 

'3(1,')=4- d' 6- Q;', (t.-, ~) . Qr,3) ~5) 
where the pairs (i, t ·) correspond to {-t-~ It . 

4.3.2 Stationary case 
In the stationary case, t increases in

definitely and G
L

• (~<.I (.)becomes independent of u. 
With the above conditions, we deduce 

Theorem 3 (stationary case) 

The previously defined composite pseudo-Pois
son traffic is such that : 

Z (Il)=?{. k:(f~- ). Zl.- (h) I (4£) 
where Zt. (k) corresponds to the elementary traf
fic (a, 'r-i) and where the random function K, (It) 

which is only equal to one in the case (i, 1 - ) and 
is .zero otherwise, ~s ~uch that : ~ 
Ej k~· (l.t') 1 = !!:..L. :PL • {.f~'; (4- '7 ) 

Cl E2 ... , (~l) 

Ep~(a) is the Er1ang loss formula. We deduce 
the following corollary : 

Corollary 
In equation (38), H(L, y; ) should take account 

of all cases of blocking and we must write inste
ad 

~ In the conditions of theorem 3, we have the re-
lation / ) ~ 

):" ('1. ' ) .1 " (~- ~ ! h. III E (I~)= L_-t L ' ~ R. 1-<, ) \.'48; 
i a .f .. ~ E~~_ {cL) 'i '+~ 't-' .. . ~4-r 

~ 1! -('.' 
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Iwhere we only consider pairs (i, t) such thatl,' ? If L l. ~ , 

The normalizing condition gives 

4.3.3 Conclusion 

All the present section 4.3 on pseudo-Pois
son traffics is valid for an arbitrary call holding 
time distribution function F(t). This function does 
not appear in formulae (46) and (48) above. It 
does, however, have an influence on the blocking 
probabilities Pi (t;). 

In [8], we made the following error. The com
posite overflow traffic consists of the stochastic 
difference of pseudo-Poisson traffics. It is there
fore a pseudo-Poisson traffic but only on condi
tion that it be considered as a-;hole, together 
with the overflowing traffics I and not alone in 
isolation since we must not distinguish between 
direct and overflowing calls because of expression 
(36) • 

Theorem 2 then shows us that this composite 
traffic (direct + overflow) can be considered as the 
weighted random sum of elementary pseudo-Poisson 
traffics where the function F(t) appears in the 
weighting coefficients. These coefficients also 
depend directly on the overall blocking probabili
ties. 

These elementary pseudo-Poisson traffics ma
ke us think of Wilkinson's equivalent trunk group. 
However, in the present case, we find more than one 
such fictitious trunk groups, their size depending 
on the value of the parameter f; in expression (48). 

To illustrate these results in a particular 
case, we now consider a two-level hierarchical net
work. 

4.4 Case of a two-level hierarchical network 
The network is ~described in section 2 and fi

gure 1. We assume that there are x mutually inde
pendent first choice trunk groups. The function 
F(t) is arbitrary. . t 

A blocking state ~j Corresponds to the vector 
(';'!JJ~/'''I ·-»t. .. , ·",jx. ) whose terms give the num
ber of calls in progress in the various first choi
ce trunk groups at time t, group i being congested. 
The total number of (direct and overflowing) calls 
in prog.r:ess, i~ this blocking s}:ate is (.) 
(,j = (J1.. -+J2_ + .. , + -»t..,( + .~, I-J:A..) .J- ·n 50 
Relation (48) finally gives us the following ex
pression for the probability of having k calls in 
progress in the entire two-level network, in the 
stationar ~state " al! 

(~):=\t{~' \ft(J't."m~ .. JXJn) . liT " (S1.) 
rt L aLE () 1 a a etl

" ~ • ~t e a :·;.v·,. .. ·+--
.. Jl) -<', .; " f. J/ 

Note that a =~' a',.: is the total traffic offered to 
the entire tw~-level network. We note that this 
traffic is also offered to the elementary trunk 
groups of size fi,,; which is not the case with 
Wilkinson's equivalent trunk group. 

The call holding time distribution function F(t) 
only occurs in the terms p (J.t ... ~ . .; .. , J%; 11. ) which 
are precisely the overall blocking probabilities. 

7 

Lastly, the normalizing condition (49) gives the 
relation : 

ft(J~ .. 'Wt.c' " .J~ j ,..) 

Et _ . (C{) 
~/J 

w~ch is the relation given by N.I. Bech [11. We 
could also extend the above formulae to the case of 
networks with more than two levels. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has been concerned with theoretical 
rather than numerical considerations. In fact, we 
have sought to draw attention to the erroneous na
ture of the mutually independent "artificial traf
fic source" concept. The same is true of the usual 
overflow traffic moment matching methods which, ho
wever, often give good numerical results for the 
overflow traffic considered as a whole. 

It is, however, preferable to exercice much gre
ater caution when evaluating individual loss pro
babilities for each traffic stream, i.e. when eva
luating end to end blocking probabilities. 

For the latter evaluation, we have shown that it 
is necessary to take into account, simultaneously, 
the transition probabilities of all overflowing 
sub-networks between two arbitrary instants of ov
erflow (without distinguishing between traffic 
streams). This aspect remains to be studied. It 
would be very useful for dimensioning hierarchical 
networks with end to end grade of service constra
inst. 

The present analysis has also shown the need to 
consider all trunk groups simultaneously, instead 
of trying to restrict the study to a single traf
fic stream (direct + overflow). 

The analysis will certainly be much more compli
cated in the case of non-hierarchical networks. We 
would counsel prudence on the subject of falsely 
based simplified calculation methods, even if they 
give excellent numerical results in a number of ex
amples. It is first necessary to gain a sound under
standing of the notion of traffic and the proper
ties of traffic combination. 
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Q.l (B. Mizon) 

A.l 

The objective of your paper has been to uncover fundamental 
insights into end-to-epd traffic combinations. As pointed 
out in your paper, rigorous approaches are subject to 
problems of dimensionality. Do you foresee your methods 
eventually leading to tractable numerical procedures for 
heavil~ loaded -network clusters? 

(P. LeGall) 

For the present step, I try to understand: the present 
approximate methods, i.e. the moment matching methods, 
are proposed to be applied to evaluate not only the 
average blocking probability of the composite traffic, 
but also the individual loss. In that case, we cannot 
consider the various overflow arrival processes as 
independent processes (for a finite trunk group), as 
it is assumed in these approximate methods. We have 
to consider simultaneously the occupancy states in all 
the primary and overflow groups. And in the case of a 
single overflow trunk, I explain a very old result of 
C. Palm quite different of these approximate methods. 
It will be a second step to study the numerical con
sequences for small overflow trunk groups, and small 
overflow traffics combined with big overflow traffics • 


